Abstract. For strictly stationary sequences of random variables two mixing conditions are studied which together form the i//-mixing condition. For the dependence coefficients associated with these two mixing conditions this article gives results on the possible limiting values and possible rates of convergence to these limits.
where F is the usual shift operator on events in SL0^. We will prove the following two theorems: Theorem 1. If (Xk) is strictly stationary and mixing, then each of these two statements holds:
(i) Either «//* -» 1 as n -» oo or «//* = oo V/i.
(ii) Either «// -» 1 as n -» oo or «// = 0 Vn. Some remarks are worth making before we prove these theorems. In Theorem 1 (ii) the assumption of mixing is superfluous. In fact, if either tail o-field of (Xk) is nontrivial, then «//* > 2 and «//"' = 0 V/7. To see why, consider (for example) the case where for some A E n"=15."^, 0 < P(A) < 1. Replacing A by Ac if necessary, we may assume P(A) < 1/2. Then
P(A DA)/[P(A)P(A)]>2
and P{AC n A)/[P{AC)P{A)] = 0.
Given y > 0 we can choose an integer J and an event B E'Sf with F(^l A B) so small that
P(AC\B)/[P(A)P(B)]>2-y and F(yF n y3)/[F(^c)F(y3)] < y;
hence «//* > 2 -y and «//"' < y V/j. To complete the argument, let y ^ 0. Further, if one combines Theorem l(i) with a recent result of Berbee [1, Theorem 2.1], one can show that for any ergodic stationary sequence, lim«//* is a positive integer or oo. The argument will not be given here, for it would require a lot of extra notation; but it is straightforward.
For the </>-mixing and weak Bernoulli conditions, results similar to Theorem 1 can be found in [3, 4] . Theorem 2 extends Theorem 3 of [5] . Perhaps some of the limit theorems under «//-mixing that are in the literature might still hold under one of the weaker conditions «//* -» 1 or «//"' -» 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. The proofs of (i) and (ii) are similar, so we will only give the argument for (i).
Let q = lim"_«,«//* and suppose 1 < q < oo.
Let 0 < e < 1 be such that (q -e)2(l -e)3 > q + e. Let N > 1 be such that «//* < q + e. There are integers / and / and events B and C such that / < 0 < N < J, B E %°, C E 9¿, and P(B C\C)>(qe)P(B)P(C). Let 0 < y < e be such that 2y/[(l-y)P(BnC)]<e.
It follows from Theorem 1 of [3] that iXk) satisfies the "cij-mixing" condition in both directions of time. Thus there is an integer M > N such that «//^ < q + y and such that the following inequalities hold for each F E ®s~™ and for each FeÇ Let A E <$l£+I and D E < §™+J be events such that P{A r\D)>{q-y)P(A)P{D).
If P(B n C\A) = 1, then P(D\A n B D C)/P(D) >q-y>q-e. If instead
>q-2y/[PiBnC){l-y)]>q-e. Now p(.4 n y? n c n />) _ p{a)p{b n c|¿)p(z>|¿ n g n c)
P(^l ny3)F(Cn/)) ~ P(,4)P(5|i4)P(Z))P(C|D)
P(5)(1 + y)P(C)(1+y) >(a-e)2(l -ef>q + e>rN which is a contradiction. This completes the proof. Proof of Theorem 2. We will first prove a technical lemma and then explain how it will be used. «H v«, va l= n^'K,®J
Proof. We will prove only the first equality; the proof of the second is analogous. It suffices to prove «//*(«, V &2, % V %) = ,//*(#,, <$>.)■+*(&2, %2), for then induction and an approximation argument can be used.
With an elementary argument one can show that p(a nincnD) «//*(<£, V&2,% V<&2) = sup-P(A n C)P(BDD) where this sup is taken over all events A E &x, B E*$>x, C E &2, and D E%2 which have positive probability. This supremum is also easily seen to be equal to «/<*((£,, $,) •«//*(6E2, ®2). This completes our proof of Lemma 1.
For a given strictly stationary sequence (Wk, k = . ..,-1,0,1,...) we will often denote the mixing coefficients «//* and «//"' by «//*((IF^)) and «//"'((IF^)), respectively, in order to avoid confusion when other stationary sequences are also being discussed. That is, *;((»;)) = r{%Wk,k < 0), ®(IF" k > n)) and «((W*)) = VC&iWk, k^0),%(Wk,k>n)).
Of course in these notations the letter k is superfluous. If (Wk) has the form Wk = f(Wk(X), Wj/X, Wk°\...)Vk where/is a one-to-one bimeasurable Borel function and the sequences (rVkU), k = ...,-1,0,1,...), j= 1,2,..., are stationary and independent of each other, then for each fixed k one would have %(Wk) = %(Wk(j), j' = 1,2,3,...), and hence by Lemma 1 one would have ^*HWk)) = Hj^iiW^)) and MiWk)) = TLjMWP)) for each n.
Our procedure for proving Theorem 2 will be as follows: In Definition 1 a family of relatively simple stationary sequences is constructed, and in Lemma 2 some simple bounds are given for their mixing coefficients «//* and >//"'. Then a "chain" of stationary sequences will be constructed, starting with Definition 1 and ending with a sequence that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2. Following the pattern of the hypothetical example iWk) above, as we proceed along the "chain" each new sequence will be constructed from the preceding ones and bounds on its mixing coefficients will be obtained by means of Lemma 1. In what follows, for events E and F the phrase "F C F a.s." means P(E -F) = 0, and the phrase "E -F a.s." means P(E -F) = P(F -E) -0; similarly for a-fields â and "35 the phrase "6B = ÍB a.s." means "6B = ® up to sets of probability 0". Definition 1. Suppose N is a positive integer, 0 < q < 1, and 0 < r < 1. A random sequence (Yk) is said to have the "S(/V, q, redistribution" if it has the same probability distribution as the random sequence ( Xk ) defined as follows:
Let (Uk, k = ...,-1,0,1,...) and (Vk, £ = ...,-1,0,1,...) be i.i.d. sequences, independent of each other, with P(Uk = 1) = 1 -P(Uk = 0) = q and P(Vk = 1) = 1 -P(Vk = 0) = r. For each fixed k, Xk = 1 if either of the following two conditions holds, and Xk = 0 if instead neither condition holds:
(i)Uk= l,(Uk_N,...,Uk_x)^(l,0,...,0),andVk= 1; or (ii) Uk = 1, (Uk_N,. ..,Uk-i) = (1,0,.. .,0), and Vk = 0. Lemma 2. Suppose N is a positive integer and 0 < r < I. Then for any 0 < q < 1 a random sequence with the o>(N, q, r)-distribution is strictly stationary and N-dependent. Given any e > 0, there exists q, 0 < q < 1 (depending on N and r as well as e), such that ifiXk) has the S(/V, q, r)-distribution then the following three statements hold:
(ii) If r< 1/2, then (1 -r)/r -e <«//*<«//*< (1 -r)/r + e and\p[ > 1 -e.
(in) Ifr > 1/2, then «/<* < 1 + e and (l-r)/r-e<^<^<(l-r)/r + e.
Proof. The stationarity and N-dependence are trivial.
Now let N and r be fixed, with 0 < r < 1. (No assumptions are made on whether r < , = , or > 1/2.) Let e > 0 be fixed. Without losing generality we assume e < 1.
The following two technical functions of the variable q will be used below:
Let o and y now be fixed such that 0<a<y<e, qr + q2{l -r) < qr(l + y),
{I -r)/r -e< {I -q)N~l{l + yy\l -r)/r, il -qT2N il -r + y)/r< {I -r)/r + e, 9/[(l-*)"+1(l-r)]<y, a/[il-q)N+ir]<y, fNM) < «r(i + y) < e, gN.r(<i) < q(i -v + y). and
(1 -r)/r -y < gNM/fNM < (1 -r)/r + YLet (A¿) be a random sequence with the S(/V, a, /-)-distribution. We wish to prove that (Xk) satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii) (whichever are applicable) in the conclusion of Lemma 2.
Without losing generality we assume that on the same probability space (fi, 9, P) on which (Xk) is defined, ( A¿) is accompanied by random sequences (Uk) and (Vk) such that (for our fixed values of N, q, and r) all conditions in Definition 1 are satisfied.
From Definition 1 and the last three inequalities in (1) we have P(X0=l)=fNr(q)<qr(l+y)<e, (2) P{XN=l\X0=l)= gN<riq) <q{l-r + y),
(1 -r)/r -y < P(XU = 11 *<, = l)/^** = 1) < 0 ~ OA + YFor any integers 7 =£ L define the events £)(/, F) = {í/¿ = 0, J < k < L} and N + 1,0) ).
Proof. Let % denote the set of all events B E %(Uk, Vk, Xk, k > 1) for which there exists B* E <$>(Uk, Vk, k > I) such that B n {U0 = 1} = t3* D {U0 = 1} a.s. To prove Claim l(i) we will first need to prove that % = 9>(Uk, Vk, Xk, k > 1). Now % contains fi and 0 trivially, and it is easy to see that % is closed under countable unions and complements. Hence % is a a-field. Obviously % D %(Uk, Vk, k 3* 1). To prove that % = ^>(Uk, Vk, Xk, k > 1) we only need to show that for each k^ l,<S>(Xk) E%. This is clearly so for k > N + I, since in that case ®(Xk) C *$([/" V,, I 3= 1) c %; so we restrict our attention to integers k satisfying 1 < k « N. 
with the last equality following from stationarity and Claim 1. Thus (4) holds, and Claim 3 is proved. (ii) There exists a strictly stationary N-dependent sequence of integer-valued random variables (Xk) such that M((Xk)) < 1 + e and VsiiXk)) = 0.
Proof. We will prove (i) first. For each n= 1,2,3,... let (X^"\ k = ..., -1,0,1,...) have the §>(N,qn, l/4)-distribution where 0 < qn < 1 is chosen so that P(X(kn) = 1) < 2-"e, WiXiH))) > 3 -2""e, and «¿¡((*£">)) > 1 -2""e. (Here we are using Lemma 2(i)-(ii).) Assume that these sequences are independent of each other. Define (A^.) by Xk = 2^=,2nA"¿") VA:. For each fixed k, this sum converges a.s. by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma and %(Xk) = <&(XJ¿n), n = 1,2,3,...) a.s. An application of Lemma 1 completes the proof of (i).
To prove (ii) let e0 > 0 be such that II"=1(1 + 2"%) < 1 + e. Let (A^"») have the S(A, qn, 3/4)-distribution where 0 < qn < 1 is chosen so that P( X(kn) = 1) < 2""e0, ((AT<"))) < (1/3) + 2-%, and <K((AÍ">)) « 1 + 2J% (Lemma 2(i) and (in)). Now proceed as in the proof of (i) above.
To state and prove Lemmas 4 and 5 it will be convenient to work with log «//* and log«//' instead of working directly with «//* and «//'. Here "log" always denotes the natural logarithm. Let (/"), n = 1,2,3,..., be a nonincreasing sequence of positive(v) //« s* AF and c'n = 1 then (Yk{2)) is at most (« -l)-dependent.
Proof. To prove Lemma 5 we will proceed as in the proof of Lemma 4, but with these specifications for the sequences ( A^"'):
(a) If 2 < M' < oo, then ( A¿0)) is an (AF -Independent sequence of integer-valued random variables such that «/v-^A^)) = 0 and log »//,*(( Af»)) < uM,_x; if instead AF = 1 or oo then Xf> = 0 VA. (b) If M' = oo, then for each n > 1, (X[n)) is «-dependent, P(A^"> = 1) = 1 -P( AÍ") = 0) < 2"", fflXJ!»)) < l/n, and log ^((X^)) < u".
(c) If M' < oo and « is such that c'" < 1, then ( A^n)) is «-dependent, P(X(kn) = 1) = 1 -P(XJn) = 0) < 2-", log «//*(( Aj"))) < u", and iog«/c;+1) -Mn< log,//;((at)) < log «//"'((*<«>)) <iog«/<+1) + «".
(d) UM' < oo and « is such that c'n = 1, then A¿n) = 0 VA:. 
